This paper presents an example of formal reasoning about the semantics of a Prolog program of practical importance (the SAT solver of Howe and King). The program is treated as a logic program with added control. The logic program is constructed by means of stepwise refinement, hand in hand with its correctness and completeness proofs. The proofs are declarative -they do not refer to any operational semantics. We also prove that correctness and completeness of the logic program is preserved in the final Prolog program. Our example shows how dealing with "logic" and with "control" can be separated. Most of reasoning about correctness and completeness can be done at the "logic" level, abstracting from any operational semantics.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to show that 1. the correctness related issues of Prolog programs can, in practice, be dealt with mathematical precision, and 2. most of the reasoning can be declarative (i.e. not referring to any operational semantics, in other words depending only on logical reading of programs). We present a construction of a useful Prolog program. We view it as a logic program with added control (Kowalski 1979) . The construction of the logic program is guided by (and done together with) a proof that the program conforms to its specification. The Prolog program is obtained from the logic program by adding control. We prove that adding control preserves the conformity with the specification. We believe that the employed proof methods are not difficult and can be used in actual practical programming.
The notion of partial correctness of programs (in imperative and functional programming) divides in logic programming into correctness and completeness. Cor-rectness means that all answers of the program are compatible with the specification, completeness -that the program produces all the answers required by the specification. A specification may be approximate: for such a specification some answers are allowed, but not required to be computed. The program construction presented in this paper illustrates the usefulness of approximate specifications.
For proving correctness we use the method of (Clark 1979) . The method should be well known, but is often neglected. For proving completeness a method of ) is used. It introduces a notion of semi-completeness; semi-completeness and termination imply completeness. We also employ an approach from for proving that completeness is preserved under pruning of SLD-trees.
We are interested in treating logic programming as a declarative paradigm, and in reasoning about programs declaratively, i.e. independently from their operational semantics. Correctness, semi-completeness and completeness are declarative properties of programs. To prove them this paper uses purely declarative methods. The employed sufficient condition for completeness of pruned SLD-trees abstracts, to a substantial extent, from details of the operational semantics.
The program dealt with in this paper is the SAT solver of Howe and King (2012) . It is an elegant and concise Prolog program of 22 lines. Formally it is not a logic program, as it includes nonvar/1 and the if-then-else construct of Prolog; it was constructed as an implementation of an algorithm, using logical variables and coroutining. The algorithm is DPLL (Davis et al. 1962) , with watched literals and unit propagation (see (Gomes et al. 2008; Howe and King 2012) and references therein).
Here we look at the program from a declarative point of view. We show how it can be obtained by adding control to a definite clause logic program.
We first present a simple logic program of five clauses, and then modify it (in two steps) in order to obtain a logic program on which the intended control can be imposed. The construction of each program begins with a specification, describing the relations to be defined by the program. The construction is guided by a proof of the program's correctness and semi-completeness, and is performed hand in hand with the proof. The control imposed on the last logic program involves modifying the selection rule (by means of delay declarations) and pruning some redundant fragments of the search space. Such control preserves correctness; and we prove that also completeness is preserved (which in general may be violated by pruning, or by floundering).
An interesting feature is that the constructed programs are not equivalent -their main predicates define different relations, satisfying however the same approximate specification. Thus the construction cannot be seen as semantics preserving program transformation. This suggests that it may be useful to generalize the paradigm or semantics preserving program transformations (Pettorossi et al. 2010 , and the references therein) to transformations which preserve correctness and completeness w.r.t. an approximate specification.
It is important that in the construction the logic and the control are separated. Most of the work has been done at the level of logic programs. Their correctness and completeness could be treated formally, independently from the operational semantics. All the considerations related to the operational semantics, program behaviour shows that the Prolog program preserves the correctness and completeness of the logic program.
Correctness and completeness of programs
This section introduces the notions of specification, correctness and completeness. It also presents a way of proving that definite logic programs are correct and complete. The approach is declarative. It does not depend on any operational semantics, and programs are viewed as sets of logic formulae. In particular, the reasoning is independent from the order of atoms in rules. The presentation is rather brief, for a more comprehensive treatment see . This section lacks examples, as the concepts introduced here are employed later on in the paper. In particular, Section 3 provides examples for most of the definitions and results presented here.
The notions
Specifications. From a declarative point of view, logic programs compute relations. A specification should describe these relations. It is convenient to assume that the relations are over the Herbrand universe. A handy way for describing such relations is a Herbrand interpretation; it describes, as needed, a relation for each predicate symbol of the program. So, by a specification we mean a Herbrand interpretation, i.e. a subset of HB. The relation for a predicate p described by a specification S is { (t 1 , . . . , t n ) | p(t 1 , . . . , t n ) ∈ S }, where n is the arity of p. The atoms from a specification S will be called the specified atoms (by S).
Obviously, the relations actually defined by a program P are described by its least Herbrand model M P ; the relation for a predicate p is { (t 1 , . . . , t n ) | p(t 1 , . . . , t n ) ∈ M P }.
Correctness and completeness. In imperative and functional programming, (partial) correctness usually means that the program results are as specified (provided the program terminates). In logic programming, due to its non-deterministic nature, we actually have two issues: correctness (all the results are compatible with the specification) and completeness (all the results required by the specification are produced). In other words, correctness means that the relations defined by the program are subsets of the specified ones, and completeness means inclusion in the opposite direction. Formally:
Definition 1
Let P be a program and S ⊆ HB a specification. P is correct w.r.t. S when M P ⊆ S; it is complete w.r.t. S when M P ⊇ S.
We will sometimes skip the specification when it is clear from the context. A program P is correct w.r.t. a specification S iff Q being an answer of P implies S |= Q. (Remember that Q is an answer of P iff P |= Q.) The program is complete w.r.t. S iff S |= Q implies that Q is an answer of P . (Here our assumption on an infinite set of function symbols is needed Drabent 2015b) .) It is sometimes useful to consider local versions of these notions:
An answer Q is correct w.r.t. S when S |= Q. P is complete for a query Q w.r.t. S when S |= Qθ implies that Qθ is an answer for P , for any ground instance Qθ of Q.
Informally, P is complete for Q when all the answers for Q required by the specification S are answers of P . Note that a program is complete w.r.t. S iff it is complete w.r.t. S for any query iff it is complete w.r.t. S for any query A ∈ S.
Approximate specifications. It happens quite often in practice that the relations defined by a program are not known exactly and, moreover, such knowledge is unnecessary. It is sufficient to specify the program's semantics approximately. More formally, to provide distinct specifications, say S compl and S corr , for completeness and correctness. The intention is that S compl ⊆ M P ⊆ S corr . So the specification for completeness says what the program has to compute, and the specification for correctness -what it may compute; in other words, the program should not produce any answers incorrect w.r.t. the specification for correctness. It is irrelevant whether atoms from S corr \ S compl are, or are not, answers of the program. As an example, consider the standard append program, and atom A = append ([a], 1, [a|1]). It is irrelevant whether A is an answer of the program, or not. Section 4 provides a more substantial example.
A pair of specifications as above will be called an approximate specification. By abuse of terminology, a single specification may be called approximate when the intention is that the specification is distinct from M P .
The main example of this paper employs approximate specifications. In particular, various versions of the constructed program have different semantics, but they are correct and complete w.r.t. the same approximate specification. (More precisely, their common predicates are correct w.r.t. the same specification for correctness and complete w.r.t. the same specification for completeness.) Employing approximate specifications results in simplifying the construction of specifications and proofs. For further discussion and examples see (Drabent and Mi lkowska 2005; ).
Reasoning about correctness
The following sufficient condition for program correctness will be used.
Theorem 3
Let P be a program and S be a specification. If S |= P then P is correct w.r.t. S.
In other words, the sufficient condition for correctness of P is that for each ground instance H ← B 1 , . . . , B n of a rule of P , if B 1 , . . . , B n ∈ S then H ∈ S. Deransart (1993) attributes this result to (Clark 1979) . It should be well known, but is often unacknowledged. Often more complicated correctness proving methods, based on the operational semantics, are proposed, e.g. in (Apt 1997) . See (Drabent and Mi lkowska 2005; ) for further comparison, examples and discussion.
Reasoning about semi-completeness
Little work has been devoted to reasoning about completeness of programs. See for an overview. We summarize the approach from . It is based on an auxiliary notion of semi-completeness.
Definition 4
A program P is semi-complete w.r.t. a specification S if P is complete w.r.t. S for any query Q for which there exists a finite SLD-tree.
Less formally, the existence of a finite SLD-tree means that P with Q terminates under some selection rule. For a semi-complete program P , if a computation for a query Q terminates then all the answers for Q required by the specification have been obtained. So establishing completeness is divided into showing completeness and termination. Obviously, a complete program is semi-complete.
Our sufficient condition for semi-completeness employs the following notion, stemming from (Shapiro 1983) .
Definition 5
A ground atom H is covered by a rule C w.r.t. a specification S if H is the head of a ground instance H ← B 1 , . . . , B n (n ≥ 0) of C, such that all the atoms B 1 , . . . , B n are in S.
A ground atom H is covered by a program P w.r.t. S if it is covered w.r.t. S by some rule C ∈ P .
Informally, H covered by C w.r.t. S means that C can produce H out of the atoms in S. The following sufficient condition provides a method of proving semicompleteness.
Theorem 6 (semi-completeness (Drabent 2014)) If all the atoms from a specification S are covered w.r.t. S by a program P then P is semi-complete w.r.t. S.
Reasoning about termination and completeness
As termination is needed to conclude completeness from semi-completeness, we now briefly summarize basic approaches to proving program termination (Apt 1997) .
Definition 7
A level mapping is a function | |: HB → N assigning natural numbers to ground atoms.
A program P is recurrent w.r.t. a level mapping | | (Bezem 1993; Apt 1997) if, in every ground instance H ← B 1 , . . . , B n ∈ ground(P ) of its rule (n ≥ 0), |H| > |B i | for all i = 1, . . . , n. A program is recurrent if it is recurrent w.r.t. some level mapping. A program P is acceptable w.r.t. a specification S and a level mapping | | if P is correct w.r.t. S, and for every H ← B 1 , . . . , B n ∈ ground(P ) we have |H| > |B i | whenever S |= B 1 , . . . , B i−1 . A program is acceptable if it is acceptable w.r.t. some level mapping and some specification.
A query Q is bounded w.r.t. a level mapping | | if, for some k ∈ N, |A| < k for each ground instance A of an atom of Q.
The definition of acceptable is more general than that of (Apt and Pedreschi 1993; Apt 1997) which requires S to be a model of P . Both definitions make the same programs acceptable .
Theorem 8 (termination (Bezem 1993; Apt and Pedreschi 1993) ) Let Q be a bounded query and P a program.
If P is recurrent then all SLD-derivations for P and Q are finite. If P is acceptable w.r.t. some specification and some level mapping then all LDderivations for P and Q are finite.
The second part of the theorem holds for a more general class of queries (bounded w.r.t. S) (Apt 1997); we skip the details. From Th. 6 and Th. 8 it immediately follows:
Corollary 9 (completeness) If a program P is semi-complete w.r.t. a specification S and 1. recurrent, or 2. acceptable (w.r.t. some specification S ) then P is complete w.r.t. S.
Note that the sufficient conditions for correctness (Th. 3) and semi-completeness (Th. 6) are declarative. So is the sufficient condition for completeness 1 of Corollary 9. The other condition of Corollary 9 is not declarative, as the notion of an acceptable program depends on the order of atoms in rule bodies (and is related to the operational semantics of LD-resolution). In this work condition 1 of Corollary 9 is applied, so the presented proofs of correctness and completeness are declarative.
We mention another declarative way of showing program completeness (Deransart and Ma luszyński 1993) (see also ), applicable also to nonterminating programs. In that approach a level mapping is employed, however it may be defined only on atoms from the specification S.
Theorem 10 (completeness) Let P be a program, S a specification, and | |: S → N. If each atom A ∈ S is covered w.r.t. S by some ground instance A ← B 1 , . . . , B n ∈ ground(P ) such that |A| > |B i | for i = 1, . . . , n then P is complete w.r.t. S.
Note the similarity of this condition to that of Th. 6 together with condition 1 of Corollary 9. The difference is that here only a fragment of ground(P ) is required to be recurrent. The fragment consists of a rule instance covering A for each A ∈ S.
SAT solver -first logic program
We are ready to begin the main subject of this paper -a construction of a program implementing a SAT solver. The construction is divided in several steps, three definite clause logic programs and a final Prolog program are constructed. An interesting feature is that the construction is not a case of semantics preserving program transformation. The programs define different relations (for the common predicates); however the common predicates are correct and complete w.r.t. the same approximate specification.
This section explains the data structures used by the programs, provides a specification, and presents a construction of the first program, hand in hand with a correctness and semi-completeness proof.
Representation of propositional formulae. We first describe the form of data used by our programs, namely the encoding of propositional formulae in CNF as terms, proposed by (Howe and King 2012) .
Propositional variables are represented as logical variables; truth values -as constants true, false. A literal of a clause is represented as a pair of a truth value and a variable; a positive literal, say x, as true-X and a negative one, say ¬x, as false-X. A clause is represented as a list of (representations of) literals, and a conjunction of clauses as a list of their representations. For instance a formula (x∨¬y ∨z)∧(¬x∨v)
An assignment of truth values to variables can be represented as a substitution. Thus a clause (represented by) f is true under an assignment (represented by) θ iff the list f θ has an element of the form t-t, i.e. false-false or true-true. A formula in CNF is satisfiable iff its representation has an instance whose each element (is a list which) contains a t-t. We will often say "formula f " for a formula in CNF represented as a term f , similarly for clauses etc.
Specification. Now let us describe the sets to be defined by the predicates of our first SAT-solving program.
Let us require that predicates sat cl, sat cnf define in our program the sets L 1 , L 2 (and an auxiliary predicate = define equality). So the specification is
Alternatively, we could use a subset L 0 1 ⊆ L 1 :
and the set L 0 2 of lists whose each element is from L 0 1 . This leads to a specification
Moreover, any set L 2 such that L 0 2 ⊆ L 2 ⊆ L 2 will do: A formula in CNF is satisfiable iff it has an instance in L 2 (as any its instance from L 2 is also in L 0 2 ⊆ L 2 ). 1 Such set L 2 is defined by predicate sat cnf whenever the predicate is correct w.r.t. S 1 and complete w.r.t. S 0 1
We choose L 2 as the set defined by our first program (so S 1 is its specification both for correctness and for completeness). This leads to a simpler program. However the final program will define a set L 2 as above.
The first program. Here we construct a program P 1 , hand in hand with its correctness and semi-completeness proofs. The guiding principle is that the program should satisfy the sufficient condition of Th. 6 for semi-completeness. So we construct program rules such that each atom from S 1 is covered by some of the rules w.r.t. S 1 . For each rule the sufficient condition for correctness of Th. 3 will be checked. For =-atoms from S 1 , rule =(X, X).
( 3) will do (as it covers each =-atom from S 1 , and satisfies the sufficient condition for correctness of Th. 3.)
For the first case, we provide a rule sat cl([P ol-Var |Pairs]) ← P ol = Var .
(4)
Indeed the rule covers each such A 1 w.r.t. S 1 (due to its ground instance sat cl ([t-t|s]) ← t=t, where t=t ∈ S 1 ). For the condition of Th. 3, note that if t=t ∈ S 1 in a ground instance sat cl ([t-t |s]) ← t=t of (4) then its head is in S 1 . For the second case, a rule sat cl([H|Pairs]) ← sat cl(Pairs).
covers each such A 2 (due to its instance sat cl ([t|s]) ← sat cl (s), in which sat cl (s) ∈ S 1 ). The condition of Th. 3 holds for each ground instance of (5), as sat cl
The following rules cover B 1 , respectively B 2 w.r.t. S 1 , (simple details are left to the reader).
sat cnf ([Clause|Clauses]) ← sat cl(Clause), sat cnf (Clauses).
If sat cl(s), sat cnf (u) ∈ S 1 then s ∈ L 1 , u ∈ L 2 , hence sat cnf ([s|u]) ∈ S 1 . So the sufficient condition of Th. 3 holds for rule (7) . It obviously holds for rule (6). So we constructed program P 1 , consisting of rules (3), (4), (5) (6), (7), and proved that it is semi-complete and correct w.r.t. S 1 .
1 A wider class of possible sets can be used. L 0 2 can be shrunk by additionally requiring in the definition of L 0 1 that t j , u j ∈ {true, false} for j = 1, . . . , n. L 2 can be extended by setting
Termination and completeness of P 1 . To show that the program is complete we show that it is recurrent (cf. Corollary 9). Let us define a level mapping
for any ground terms h, t, t , t 1 , . . . , t n , and any function symbol f . Note that |[t 1 , . . . , t n ]| = 1 + Σ n i=1 |t i |, and that |t| > 0 for any term t. It is easy to show that the program P 1 is recurrent under the level mapping | |, i.e. for each ground instance H ← . . . , B, . . . of a rule of P 1 , we have |H| > |B|. For example, for a ground instance sat cnf ([s|u]) ← sat cl (s), sat cnf (u) of (7) we have |sat cnf ([s|u])| = |s| + |u|, which is both greater than sat cl (s) = |s|, and than sat cnf (u) = |u|. (We leave further details to the reader.) By Corollary 9, P 1 is complete w.r.t. S 1 .
As a side effect, we obtain termination of P 1 for the intended queries (as for a CNF formula t, a query Q = sat cnf (t) is bounded w.r.t. | |; hence by Th. 8 P 1 terminates for Q).
Summary. We chose, out of a few possibilities, the specification S 1 of a SAT solver program, and then constructed such a program, namely P 1 . The construction was guided by the sufficient condition for semi-completeness and performed hand in hand with a semi-completeness and correctness proof.
Note that the program is not correct w.r.t. specification S 0 1 . The reader is encouraged to construct a program correct and complete w.r.t. S 0 1 , to see that the program is more complicated (and most likely less efficient), as it contains additional checks (that the argument of sat cl is a list and each its element is of the form t-u).
Towards adding control
To be able to influence the control of program P 1 in the intended way, in this section we construct a more sophisticated logic program P 3 , with a program P 2 as an intermediate stage. The construction is guided by a formal specification, and done together with a correctness and semi-completeness proof. 2 We only partially discuss the reasons for particular design decisions in constructing the logic programs and in adding control, as the algorithmic and efficiency issues are outside of the scope of this work.
Program P 1 is correct and complete w.r.t. S 1 . However, as explained in Sect. 3, it is sufficient that predicate sat cnf is correct w.r.t. S 1 and complete w.r.t. S 0 1 . So now our program construction will be guided by an approximate specification.
Predicates sat cnf , sat cl and = are going to be correct w.r.t. S 1 and complete w.r.t. S 0 1 . In what follows, SC1 stands for the sufficient condition from Th. 3 for correctness and SC2 -for the sufficient condition from Th. 6 for semi-completeness. While discussing a procedure p, we consider SC2 for the p-atoms from the specification. Let SC stand for SC1 and SC2. We leave to the reader a simple check of SC2 for sat cnf and S 0 1 (in Section 3 this was done for S 1 ).
Preparing for adding control
Program P 1 performs inefficient search by means of backtracking. We are going to improve the search by changing the control. The indented control cannot be applied directly to P 1 ; so in this section we transform P 1 to a program P 2 . Program P 2 includes the rules for sat cnf and = from P 1 , i.e. (6), (7), (3). It contains a new definition of sat cl, and some new predicates. The new predicates and sat cl would define the same set L sat cl (or its subset (2)). However they would represent elements of L sat cl in a different way.
We are going to improve the search by delaying unification of pairs Pol -Var in procedure sat cl. The idea is to perform such unification if Var is the only unbound variable of the clause. 3 Otherwise, sat cl is to be delayed until one of the first two variables of the clause becomes bound to true or false.
This idea will be implemented by separating two cases: the clause has one literal, or more. For efficiency reasons we want to distinguish these two cases by means of indexing the main symbol of the first argument. So the argument should be the tail of the list. (The main symbol is [ ] for a one element list, and [ | ] for longer lists.) We redefine sat cl, introducing an auxiliary predicate sat cl3. It defines the same set as sat cl, but a clause [P ol-Var |Pairs] is represented as three arguments of sat cl3. More formally, its specifications for respectively correctness and completeness are
SC are trivially satisfied (w.r.t. specifications S 11 = S 1 ∪ S sat cl3 , and S 0 11 = S 0 1 ∪ S 0 sat cl3 , we leave the simple details to the reader).
Procedure sat cl3 has to cover each atom A ∈ S 0 sat cl3 i.e. each A = sat cl3(s, v, p) such that [p-v|s] = [t 1 -u 1 , . . . , t n -u n ] and t i = u i for some i. Assume first s = [ ]. Then p = v; this suggests a rule sat cl3([ ], Var , P ol) ← Var = P ol.
Its ground instance sat cl3([ ], p, p) ← p = p covers A w.r.t. S 0 11 . Conversely, each instance of (9) with the body atom in S 11 is of this form, its head is in S 11 , hence SC1 holds. When the first argument of sat cl3 is not [ ], then we want to delay sat cl3(Pairs, Var , P ol) until Var or the first variable of Pairs is bound. In order to do this in, say, Sicstus, we need to make the two variables to be separate arguments of a predicate. So we introduce a five-argument predicate sat cl5, which is going to be delayed. It defines the set of the lists from L sat cl of length greater than 1; however a list [P ol1-Var 1, P ol2-Var 2 | Pairs] is represented as the five arguments of sat cl5. The intention is to delay selecting sat cl5 until its first or third argument is bound (is not a variable). The specifications for correctness and completeness for sat cl5 is as follows. (As we soon will need another predicate with the same same semantics, the specifications describe both predicates).
Now the specification for the whole program P 2 is S 2 = S 11 ∪ S sat cl5 (for correctness) and S 0 2 = S 11 ∪ S 0 sat cl5 (for completeness). The following rule completes the definition of sat cl3. sat cl3([P ol2-Var 2|Pairs], Var 1, P ol1) ← sat cl5(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs).
To check SC, let S = S 2 , L = L 1 or S = S 0 2 , L = L 0 1 . Then for each ground instance of (10), the body is in S iff the head is in S (as sat cl5(v 1 , p 1 , v 2 , p 2 , s) ∈ S iff [p 1 -v 1 , p 2 -v 2 |s] ∈ L iff sat cl3([p 2 -v 2 |s], v 1 , p 1 ) ∈ S). Hence SC1 holds for (10), and each sat cl3([p 2 -v 2 |s], v 1 , p 1 ) ∈ S 0 2 is covered by (10). Thus each sat cl3(s , v 1 , p 1 ) ∈ S 0 2 is covered by (9) or (10). 4 In evaluating sat cl5, we want to treat the bound variable (the first or the third argument) in a special way. So we make it the first argument of a new predicate sat cl5a, with the same declarative semantics as sat cl5. sat cl5(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, P airs) ← sat cl5a(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, P airs).
sat cl5(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, P airs) ← sat cl5a(Var 2, P ol2, Var 1, P ol1, P airs).
SC are trivially satisfied. Moreover, SC2 is satisfied by each of the two rules alone. So each of them is sufficient to define sat cl5. (Formally, the program without (11) or without (12) remains semi-complete.) The control will choose the one that results in invoking sat cl5a with its first argument bound.
To build a procedure sat cl5a we have to provide rules which cover each atom
So two rules follow sat cl5a(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs) ← Var 1 = P ol1.
sat cl5a(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs) ← sat cl3(Pairs, Var 2, P ol2). (14) The first one covers A when p 1 = v 1 , the second when [p 2 -v 2 |s] ∈ L 0 1 . Thus SC2 holds for each atom sat cl5a(. . .) ∈ S 0 2 . To check SC1, consider a ground instance of (13), with the body atom in S 2 . So it is of the form sat cl5a(p, p, v 2 , p 2 , s) ← p = p.
As the term [p-p, p 2 -v 2 |s] is in L 1 , the head of the rule is in S 2 . Take a ground instance
From a declarative point of view, our program is ready. The logic program P 2 consists of rules (6), (7), (3), and (8) -(14). As it satisfies SC, it is correct w.r.t. S 2 and semi-complete w.r.t. S 0 2 .
4.2 Avoiding floundering.
As described above, program P 2 is intended to be executed with delaying certain calls of procedure sat cl5. A sat cl5-atom will not be selected when the first and the third argument of sat cl5 are both variables. So the program may flounder; a nonempty query with no selected atom may appear in a computation. 5 Floundering is a kind of pruning SLD-trees, and may cause incompleteness. In derivations starting from a query Q = sat cnf (t), where t is a CNF formula, the first and the third arguments of each selected sat cl5-atom are each a variable of t. 6 So to avoid floundering we take care that each variable of an initial query sat cnf (t) is eventually bound to a constant.
For this we add a top level two-argument predicate sat. It defines the Cartesian product of two sets: (i) the relation (set) defined by sat cnf , and (ii) the set of lists of truth values (i.e. of true or false). The intention is to use initial queries of the form sat(f, l), where f is a (representation of a) propositional formula, l is the list of variables in f.
(15)
For such queries each variable of f will be eventually bound to true or false, thus floundering is avoided. More formally, the specification for the new predicate, respectively for its correctness and completeness, is
The specification for the extended program, respectively for its correctness and completeness, is now 
We leave for the reader checking of SC (which is trivial for sat and tf , and rather simple for tflist). This completes our construction. The logic program P 3 consists of rules (6), (7), (3) Non-floundering -proof. Analysis tools, like that of (Genaim and King 2008) , can be used to demonstrate non-floundering of P 3 for initial queries of the form (15) (King 2012 ). To make the paper self-contained, we present an explicit proof. Let F 1 be the set of predicate symbols occurring in P 2 , and F 2 = {tflist, tf }, i.e. the set of predicate symbols occurring in (17) -(20). For a p ∈ F 1 , a p-atom will be called F 1 -atom. The same for F 2 .
Consider an SLD-derivation Q 0 , Q 1 , . . . for P 3 , where Q 0 is of the form (15). Each atom in queries Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . is an F 1 -or F 2 -atom. We show that (independently from the selection rule) if a variable X occurs in an F 1 -atom A in Q i (i > 0) then X occurs in an F 2 -atom B in Q i .
So no Q i is a conjunction of non-ground sat cl5-atoms. As described above, only such atoms are to be delayed. Thus floundering will not occur,
To prove (21), note first that each variable occurring in a rule of P 3 occurs in the head of the rule. Moreover, each variable occurring in a rule for tflist or tf occurs in the body of the rule. (The latter rules are (17) -(20)). Two properties follow:
Assume that in a resolution step an atom A in a query is replaced by (A 1 , . . . , A k )θ (where θ is an mgu of A and the head H of a rule with body A 1 , . . . , A k ). If a variable X occurs in (A 1 , . . . , A k )θ then X occurs in Aθ.
(22)
(As X occurs in some V θ, where V occurs both in the body A 1 , . . . , A k and in the head H; thus V θ occurs both in Hθ and Aθ.)
Assume that A, A 1 , . . . , A k , θ are as in (22) and that A is an F 2 -atom. If a variable X occurs in Aθ then X occurs in (A 1 , . . . , A k )θ.
(23) (The explanation is similar.) The proof of (21) is by induction. (21) holds for Q 1 (by (15), as for Q 0 = sat(f, l) we have Q 1 = sat cnf (f ), tflist(l)). Assume it holds for a Q i , i > 0. The next query Q i+1 is obtained from Q i by applying an mgu θ after a replacement of an F 1 -atom by some F 1 -atoms A 1 , . . . , A k , or a replacement of an F 2 -atom by some F 2 -atoms. Assume that a variable Y occurs in an F 1 -atom of Q i+1 . Then either by (22) Y occurs in Aθ for the selected F 1 -atom A of Q i , or Y occurs in an atom Aθ of Q i+1 , where A is a (not selected) F 1 -atom of Q i . In both cases, Y occurs in Xθ, for some X occurring in A; hence, by the inductive assumption, X occurs in some F 2 -atom B of Q i , thus Y occurs in Bθ. Either Bθ is an F 2 -atom of Q i+1 , or by (23) Y occurs in an F 2 -atom of Q i+1 .
Completeness and termination of P 3 .
We showed that P 3 is correct and semi-complete. To establish its completeness we show that it is recurrent. Consider a level mapping |sat(t, u)| = max ( 3|t|, listsize(u) ) + 2, |sat cnf (t)| = 3|t| + 1, |sat cl(t)| = 3|t| + 1, |sat cl3(t, u 1 , u 2 )| = 3|t| + 1, |sat cl5(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 , t)| = 3|t| + 3, |sat cl5a(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 , t)| = 3|t| + 2, |tflist(u)| = listsize(u), |t = u| = |tf (t)| = 0, where t, u, u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 are arbitrary ground terms, |t| is as in Sect. 3 and listsize is defined by listsize([h|t]) = listsize(t) + 1 and listsize(f (t 1 , . . . , t n )) = 0 for any f which is not [ | ]. For example consider (8). For any its ground instance sat cl([p-v|t]) ← sat cl3 (t, v, p) , the level mapping of the head is 3|t| + 4, while that of the body atom is 3|t| + 1. We leave to the reader further details of the proof that P 3 is recurrent. As it is semi-complete, it is complete by Corollary 9.
As an additional corollary we obtain a non-declarative property -termination of P 3 under any selection rule for the intended initial queries. Consider a query Q = sat(t, t ), where t is a list of lists of elements of the form s-s , and t is a list. Each intended query to the program is of this form. Q is bounded (for each its ground instance Qθ, |Qθ| is the same). As P 3 is recurrent, each SLD-tree for P 3 and Q is finite.
On pruning and completeness
The intended control to be imposed on program P 3 includes pruning. This means removing some parts of SLD-trees. Pruning preserves correctness of a program, it also preserves termination under a given selection rule. However it may violate program completeness. In this section we present a method of showing that completeness is actually preserved. The presentation follows .
Pruned SLD-trees
We will view pruning of an SLD-tree as applying only certain rules while constructing the children of a node. To formalize this, we introduce subsets Π 1 , . . . , Π n of P . The intention is that for each node the rules of one Π i are used. The diagram originates from (Drabent 2015a) , and compares selection of atom A in an SLD-tree with selection of A and Π i in a pruned tree.
. . . ,A,. . . Π i · · · · · · P pruned not pruned
Definition 11
Given programs Π 1 , . . . , Π n (n > 0), a c-selection rule is a function assigning to a query Q an atom A in Q and one of the programs ∅, Π 1 , . . . , Π n .
A pruned SLD-tree, or csSLD-tree (cs for clause selection), for a query Q and programs Π 1 , . . . , Π n , via a c-selection rule R, is constructed as an SLD-tree, but for each node its children are constructed using the program selected by the c-selection rule. An answer of the csSLD-tree is the answer of a successful derivation which is a branch of the tree.
A csSLD-tree T with root Q is complete w.r.t. a specification S if, for any ground Qθ, S |= Qθ implies that Qθ is an instance of an answer of T .
Informally, such a complete tree produces all the answers for Q required by S.
In Prolog with delays it is possible that no atom is selected in a non-empty query. This can be modelled as a c-selection rule which for such query selects program ∅.
Reasoning about completeness of csSLD-trees
Consider programs P, Π 1 , . . . , Π n and specifications S, S 1 , . . . , S n , such that P ⊇ n i=1 Π i and S = n i=1 S i . The intention is that each S i describes which answers are to be produced by using Π i in the first resolution step. We will call Π 1 , . . . , Π n , S 1 , . . . , S n a split (of P and S).
Definition 12
Let S = Π 1 , . . . , Π n , S 1 , . . . , S n be a split, and S = S i . Specification S i is suitable for an atom A w.r.t. S when ground(A)∩S ⊆ S i . (In other words, when no instance of A is in S \ S i .) We also say that a program Π i is suitable for A w.r.t. S when S i is.
A c-selection rule is compatible with S if for each non-empty query Q it selects an atom A and a program Π, such that -Π ∈ {Π 1 , . . . , Π n } is suitable for A w.r.t. S, or -none of Π 1 , . . . , Π n is suitable for A w.r.t. S and Π = ∅ (so Q is a leaf). A csSLD-tree for Π 1 , . . . , Π n via a c-selection rule compatible with S is said to be weakly compatible with S. The tree is compatible with S when for each its nonempty node some Π i is selected.
The intuition is that when Π i is suitable for A then S i is a fragment of S sufficient to deal with A. It describes all the answers for query A required by S. For instance, consider a specification S = { p(t) | t ∈ L 1 } (cf. (1)). and a split S = Π 1 , Π 2 , S 1 , S 2 , where S 1 = { p([t-t|s]) | t, s ∈ HU } and S 2 = S (we skip the details of Π 1 , Π 2 , note that S 1 ⊆ S). Then S 1 (and Π 1 ) is suitable for an atom A = p([X-X|T ]), and is not suitable for p([X-Y |T ]).
In a compatible tree, Π i is selected together with A. If now each atom of S i is covered by Π i w.r.t. S then using for A only the rules of Π i does not destroy completeness. Formally:
Theorem 13
Let P ⊇ n i=1 Π i (where n > 0) be a program, S = n i=1 S i a specification, and T a csSLD-tree for Π 1 , . . . , Π n . If 1. for each i = 1, . . . , n, all the atoms from S i are covered by Π i w.r.t. S, and 2. T is compatible with Π 1 , . . . , Π n , S 1 , . . . , S n , 3. (a) T is finite, or (b) P is recurrent, or (c) P is acceptable (w.r.t. some specification S ) and T is built under the Prolog selection rule then T is complete w.r.t. S.
The program with control
In this section we add control to program P 3 . As the result we obtain the Prolog program of Howe and King (2012) . (The predicate names differ, those in the original program are related to its operational semantics.) The idea is that P 3 with this control implements the DPLL algorithm with watched literals and unit propagation. 7 The control added to P 3 modifies the default Prolog selection rule (by means of delays), and prunes some redundant parts of the search space (by the if-then-else construct). So correctness and termination of P 3 are preserved (as we proved termination for any selection rule).
The first control feature to impose is delaying sat cl5 until its first or third argument is not a variable. This can be done by a Sicstus block declaration :-block sat cl5 (-, ?, -, ?, ?) .
For the intended initial queries, such delaying does not lead to floundering (as shown in the previous section). So the completeness of the logic program is preserved. The first case of pruning is to use only one of the two rules (11), (12), sat cl5(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs) ← sat cl5a(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs). sat cl5(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs) ← sat cl5a(Var 2, P ol2, Var 1, P ol1, Pairs).
the one which invokes sat cl5a with the first argument bound. We achieve this by employing the nonvar built-in and the if-then-else construct of Prolog:
sat cl5(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs) ← nonvar(Var 1) → sat cl5a(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs) ; sat cl5a(Var 2, P ol2, Var 1, P ol1, Pairs).
The other case of pruning is skipping rule (14) when the first two arguments of sat cl5a are unifiable (and thus the body of (13) succeeds). This is done by converting rules (13), (14) sat cl5a(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs) ← Var 1 = P ol1. sat cl5a(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs) ← sat cl3(Pairs, Var 2, P ol2).
into sat cl5a(Var 1, P ol1, Var 2, P ol2, Pairs) ← Var 1 = P ol1 → true ; sat cl3(Pairs, Var 2, P ol2).
This completes our construction. The obtained Prolog program consists of declaration (24), the rules of P 3 except for those for sat cl5 and sat cl5a, i.e. (6), (7) Completeness of the final program. We now prove that completeness is preserved under pruning imposed on P 3 by the control descried above. Let us construct a split S = Π 0 , . . . , Π 5 , S 0 , . . . , S 5 of program P 3 and its specification for completeness S 0 3 :
Note that S 5 does not contain any sat cl5-atoms or sat cl5a-atoms, and that 5 i=1 S i = S 0 3 . We need to show that for i = 1, . . . , 5 each atom of S i is covered by Π i w.r.t. S 0 3 . The reader is encouraged to check that a proof of this fact has already been done; it consists of the relevant fragments of the proof that each atom S 0 3 is covered by P 3 , spread over Section 4. In what follows let us consider a pruned tree T with the root of the form (15). It can be seen as a csSLD-tree for Π 1 , . . . , Π 5 . The c-selection rule selects Π 1 or Π 2 for sat cl5-atoms, Π 3 for sat cl5a-atoms with the first two arguments unifiable, Π 4 for the remaining sat cl5a-atoms, and Π 5 for the atoms with the other predicate symbols.
Note that, in each subterm t-v in any node of the tree, t is ground (it is true or false). (We skip a simple proof by induction on the distance of the node from the root.) Hence, in each sat cl5-atom and each sat cl5a-atom in the tree, the second and the fourth argument is ground.
We now show that the tree T is compatible with S. When Π i , where i ∈ {1, 2, 5}, is selected for a p-atom A then the corresponding specification S i contains all the p-atoms from S 0 3 . So ground(A)∩S 0 3 ⊆ S i . It remains to consider A being a sat cl5aatom. The second argument in A is ground. Due to the delays implemented by (24) and pruning implemented in (25), when a sat cl5a-atom A is selected in a node of the tree then also its first argument is ground. So either ground(A) ∩ S 0 3 ⊆ S 3 (when the first two arguments in A are equal) and Π 3 is selected for A, or ground(A) ∩ S 0 3 ⊆ S 4 (otherwise) and Π 4 is selected for A. Remember that in Section 4.2 we showed that in each non-empty query of the tree some atom is selected (there is no floundering). Thus T is compatible with S.
Remember also that P 3 is recurrent. So the premises of Theorem 13 are satisfied, and each pruned tree with the root of the form (15) is complete w.r.t. S 0 3 .
Conclusions
This paper presents a construction of a non-toy Prolog program, together with a proof of its correctness and completeness. The program is the SAT solver of Howe and King (2012) . It is seen as a definite clause logic program with added control. Starting from a formal specification, a sequence of definite clause programs, called P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , is constructed hand in hand with proofs of their correctness and completeness (Sect. 3, 4) . The construction is guided by the proofs, mainly those of completeness. Additionally, P 3 is proven to terminate (independently from the selection rule), and proven that it does not flounder for the assumed class of initial queries and the selection rule to be used by the final Prolog program. The final Prolog program is obtained from P 3 by adding control -pruning the SLD-trees and modifying the Prolog selection rule. The pruning is done by means of the if-then-else construct (and can equivalently be done by means of the cut). Such control preserves correctness and termination (as the latter is independent from the selection rule), but may violate completeness due to pruning and floundering. Non floundering has been proven previously. In Sect. 6 we prove that the completeness is preserved under pruning.
The employed proof methods were described and discussed in ). An exception is the proof of non-floundering, which is not an application of any general method. However, there exist program analysis methods for this purpose, like that of (Genaim and King 2008) . The method for program correctness (Clark 1979) is simple, natural, should be well-known, but is often neglected. Instead, more complicated methods are proposed, like that of (Apt 1997) . Moreover, the methods are not declarative (Drabent and Mi lkowska 2005; ) The methods for program completeness, and for completeness of pruned SLD-trees are due to . The approach for completeness introduces a notion of semicompleteness. Roughly speaking, semi-completeness and termination imply completeness. Semi-completeness alone may be useful -if a semi-complete program terminates then all the answers required by the specification have been obtained. The presented sufficient condition for semi-completeness is a necessary condition for program completeness (in a sense made precise in ).
We claim that the sufficient conditions for correctness and semi-completeness are simple and natural. For correctness one has to show that the rules of the program produce specified atoms out of specified ones. For completeness -that each specified atom can be produced by some rule of the program out of some specified atoms. We believe that this corresponds to a natural, intuitive way of (declarative) reasoning about programs.
Logic programming could not be considered a declarative programming paradigm unless there exist declarative ways of reasoning about program correctness and completeness. The employed methods for proving correctness and semi-completeness are purely declarative. So are the presented completeness proofs. (Technically, by declarative we mean referring only to logical reading of programs, thus abstracting from any operational semantics.)
In general, completeness proofs may be not declarative, as some of the sufficient conditions for completeness are not (Sect. 2.4). They refer, maybe indirectly, to program termination. In particular, one of the sufficient conditions of Corollary 9 depends on the order of atoms in rule bodies. Nevertheless, such compromise between declarative and non-declarative reasoning may be useful in the practice of declarative programming, as usually termination has to be established anyway,
We point out usefulness of approximate specifications. They are crucial for avoiding unnecessary complications in constructing specifications and in correctness and completeness proofs. They are natural: when starting construction of a program, the relations it should compute are often known only approximately. Also, it is often cumbersome (and unnecessary) to exactly establish the relations computed by a program. As an example and an exercise, the reader may describe the relations defined by the procedures of P 2 . 8 See for further examples and discussion.
The example of this paper shows a weakness of the paradigm of program development by semantics preserving transformations (Pettorossi et al. 2010 , and the references therein). The semantics of (the common predicates in) the consecutive versions P 1 , P 2 of the program differ. What is unchanged, is the correctness and completeness w.r.t. a fixed approximate specification (of the common predicates of P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ). Constructing P 3 by semantics preserving transformations seems completely unfeasible. The exact semantics of (the common predicates in) the final program depends on particular design decisions made at all development steps, and cannot be known in advance. This discussion suggests a more general paradigm of program transformations which preserve correctness and completeness w.r.t. an approximate specification.
We are interested in declarative programming. The example presented here was intended to show how much of the programming task can be done declaratively, without considering the operational semantics; how "logic" could be separated from "control." A substantial part of work could be done at the stage of a pure logic program. At this stage correctness, completeness and termination were formally proven. It is important that all the considerations and decisions about the program execution and efficiency (only superficially treated in this paper) are independent from those related to the declarative semantics -to the correctness and completeness of the program.
We argue that the employed proof methods are simple, and correspond to a natural way of declarative thinking about programs. We believe that they can be actually used -maybe at an informal level -in practical programming; this is supported by our main example, and the examples in .
